New approaches to shock and trauma research: learning from multidisciplinary exchange.
Our understanding of the complex network of pathophysiology after multiple injury is limited. It is proposed to overcome the limitations of the traditional linear reductionism approach by merging the expertise of biology and medicine with other disciplines such as mathematics, physics and computer science. We organized a two-days-workshop, where surgeons and surgical scientists explained the problem from the medical (pathophysiological) perspective to a well selected group of German applied mathematicians and computer scientists. Vice versa they presented and discussed their approaches to complex system analysis. Physicians found it difficult to develop questions and concepts that go beyond the classic mechanistic thinking. Well formulated questions are the most important prerequisites for successful application of mathematical tools. The possibilities and borders of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Hidden Markow Models (HMM), Agent Based Models (ABM), differential equations for problem solving were discussed. There is no master model for all aspects of pathophysiology, however, application of the models to specific problems is mandatory. Future breakthroughs can only be expected if we overcome language problems between disciplines. This cross talk was considered by all participants as a most important step.